Common Sense

Give
the

Bureaucrats
the

Boot!
By the JPFO Liberty Crew

We gun owners routinely say to one another that we have the “right” to keep and bear
arms. Honestly, though: what kind of “right” do we have if we are afraid to use it?
There is one federal agency whose job is to instill fear into gun owners and dealers.
That agency is BATFE.
When we’re afraid to make a purchase at a gun show, own an interesting collection
of firearms, or effectively protect our own home and family, then we’ve already lost
most of the right to keep and bear arms.
Notice the key word: afraid. Simple fear of being investigated or prosecuted is
enough to deter honest citizens from having, owning, using, or even taking an interest in firearms. When you realize the staggering cost of legal defense against even a
bogus federal prosecution, you have every reason to be afraid. And the BATFE has
always relied on our fear.
Exposing The Truth – It Works!
You may know that JPFO, in partnership with courageous gun-maker Len Savage,
has been holding the BATFE’s feet to the fire for the last year. We’ve documented their
chain of abuses, their capriciousness, and – yes – their vindictiveness when cornered.
See our website, www.jpfo.org, where we make available:
• the BATFE’s official declaration that a shoelace can be a machine gun.
• the video showing a BATFE “firearms expert” trying to make a defective semiauto rifle misfire so that the agency could charge the owner with possession of
an illegal machine gun. (Charges against the owner were dropped as a result of
this powerfully revealing video.)
• the Congressional Research Service (CRS) report that verified what we suspected all along: that the BATFE has NO standardized procedures for determining if a firearm is legal.
To show you the impact we’re having – the congressional report repeatedly references articles published by JPFO! Our work is being noticed at the very top.
For months, the Department of Justice attempted to bury the information. Why?
Because DOJ and BATFE were themselves afraid that gun owners and gun makers
will finally be angry enough – and armed with enough facts – to oppose them publicly and effectively.
After decades of futile complaints about this brutal, out-of-control agency, the
tide has turned. The momentum is on our side. We have the BATFE on the run! It’s
now up to you to keep the momentum going.
Gun Owners Can Win This One
We have literally taken on this dangerous, vindictive federal agency. And we have
had encouraging successes.
This fight against BATFE abuses has cost money – more money than we planned.
But that’s no reason to stop.
This battle cannot stop. We must now take it to the next level – and that means
placing ads in national publications to “wake up the choir” and get gun owners roaring. We must tell gun owners that, after all these terrible decades of abuse, a handful of crusaders have put the BATFE on the run – and that it’s now up to all of us to
pursue the BATFE with facts, knowledge, and courage until it is dismantled and no
longer a terror to American gun owners.
Right now it’s US vs. BATFE. We need more warriors on our side. So we need
your financial help to keep up the fight.
We plan to run large ads in influential national media, and these ads will cost
$1,000 to $2,000 or more – each. These ads will deliver facts to educate and enlist
more gun owners to help. These ads will sound a ringing wake-up call to action.
Yes, we’re asking for money. It’s the only way to get the job done. Please call
(800) 869-1884 now, or click on www.jpfo.org and follow the signs. We can’t promise a free gift – we can only promise you a tenacious struggle to protect your right
to keep and bear arms without fear.
This is your fight. This is the fight for the rights of all firearms owners in
America. Please contact us today and contribute what you can.
If we run out of funds, then we’ll have to quit, and BATFE will win. Your
financial support is crucial – to give this rogue agency the boot.
P.S.: Visit www.jpfo.org to see our new T-Shirt – this one gives B.A.T.F.E. a whole
new meaning. A lighthearted look at a deadly serious issue. Get a free Boot the BATFE
lapel pin ($9.95 value) with each BATFE t-shirt. Click on the jpfo.org online store today!
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